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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"McCarthy, James" <James.McCarthy@nmcco.com>
<hkc~nrc.gov> H hc F+tMs
Thu, Apr 22, 2004 11:08 AM
FW: Conoseal plans, charters, etc.

Harold,
This and another e-mail that I sent you are the pictures and plans related to the PBNP 1 Reactor
head. Please let me know if you would like more information on this issue.

Jim McCarthy
920-755-6076 -

PI'

- ----- Original Message-----
> From: Kendall, Thomas
> Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2004 6:39 AM
> To: McCarthy, James
> Subject: Conoseal plans, charters, etc.

> Jim,

> The attached files are those in use through the night and currently.

> TCK

> > <<422040100 flow chart.vsd>> > > «<BULLET NOSE ISSUE CHARTER Rev 1.doc>> > >
<<INITIAL BULLET NOSE ISSUE CHARTER.doc> > > <<INITIAL BULLET NOSE ISSUE PLAN.doc>>

-;g -
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From: Duane Karjala
To: Cameron, Jamnes; Harold Chernoff; Kimberly Gruss; Kunowski, Michael; Louden,
Patrick; Riemer, Kenneth; Ryan Alexander
Date: Thu, Apr 22, 2004 9:49 AM
Subject: Fwd: FW: Conoseal plans, charters, etc.

CC: Morris, R. Michael
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From: Morris, Mike" <Mike.Morris@rnmcco.com>
To: <dak2@nrc.gov>
Date: Thu, Apr 22, 2004 9:25 AM
Subject: FW: Conoseal plans, charters, etc.

Dummy attachment record
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BULLET NOSE ISSUE CHARTER
4/22/04 0130 (Rev. 1)

CAP # 55951
Issue Manager

Jeff Maki (Night Shift), Larry Peterson (Day Shift). This is a full time assignment until
determined otherwise. Normal outage responsibilities will be turned over to other
personnel to be determined at a later time.

Issue Description

While lifting the Unit 1 reactor vessel head, one Incore Thermal Couple "bullet nose"
(guide) came up with the head. The bullet nose should have remained on the thermal
couple assembly in the upper internals. This has left the thermal couple bundle exposed,
may have generated debris, and may have damaged various components of the assembly.

Issue Scope

* Locate & retrieve (or account for and disposition) all parts that were present in the
original configuration before the guide was inadvertently lifted (clip, O-ring,
thermal couple tags, etc.)

* Inspect all vulnerable components for damage and resolve prior to final re-
assembly

* Establish recovery actions to safely resume outage activities
* Preserve evidence and establish the apparent cause of the event

Team Members

T7zis Charter reflects the initial response team on night shift of4/21104. Additional
members will be identified as the issue response is developed.

Engineering: Tom Kendall
Maintenance Lead: Chuck Ridings
RP Lead: Brian Carberry
Maint. Planning: Rick Bryan
Operations: Mark Wilcox

Issue Management Methodologv

All aspects of the investigation, inspection, recovery, and repair efforts will proceed in a
methodical manner and shall be thoroughly documented for turnover future reference.
No intrusive inspections or work will be conducted without prior approval / concurrence
of the Plant Manager. Work package 0407919 has been initiated to direct & document
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work and inspections performed.

Expected Milestones l Deliverables

* Account for /retrieve all material / loose parts; expected during the evening of
4/21/04.

* Inspect and document all damage; expected -0000 on 4/22/04
* Reinstall bullet nose on T/C bundle and initiate flood up of cavity; expected by

0600 on 4/22/04.
* Issue Apparent Cause; expected end of days on 4/22/04

Expected completion of any needed repairs will be determined after inspections have
been completed and scope of repairs established.

Communication Plan

Initial inspections will be performed by personnel in radio communication with the OCC
to expedite necessary support, report findings. Further communication plans to be
developed at a later time if needed.

Prepared by: T. C. Kendall

Approved by: J. Maki
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INITIAL BULLET NOSE ISSUE CHARTER
4/21/04 1930

CAP # (TBD)
Issue Manager

Jeff Maki (Night Shift), Larry Peterson (Day Shift). This is a full time assignment until
determined otherwise. Normal outage responsibilities will be turned over to other
personnel to be determined at a later time.

Issue Description

While lifting the Unit 1 reactor vessel head, one Incore Thermal Couple "bullet nose"
(guide) came up with the head. The bullet nose should have remained on the thermal
couple assembly in the upper internals. This has left the thermal couple bundle exposed,
may have generated debris, and may have damaged various components of the assembly.

Issue Scope

* Locate & retrieve (or account for and disposition) all parts that were present in the
original configuration before the guide was inadvertently lifted (clip, O-ring,
thermal couple tags, etc.)

* Inspect all vulnerable components for damage and resolve prior to final re-
assembly

* Establish recovery actions to safely resume outage activities
* Preserve evidence and establish the apparent cause of the event

Team Members

T7his Charter reflects the initial response team on night shift of 4/21/04. Additional
members will be identified as the issue response is developed.

Engineering: Tom Kendall
Maintenance Lead: Chuck Ridings
RP Lead: Brian Carberry
Maint. Planning: Rick Bryan
Operations: Mark Wilcox

Issue Management Methodology

All aspects of the investigation, inspection, recovery, and repair efforts will proceed in a
methodical manner and shall be thoroughly documented for turnover future reference.
No intrusive inspections or work will be conducted without prior Sr. Plant Management
approval / concurrence.
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Expected Milestones / Deliverables

* Account for /retrieve all material / loose parts; expected during the evening of
4/21/04.

* Inspect and document all damage; expected -0000 on 4/22/04
* Reinstall bullet nose on T/C bundle and initiate flood up of cavity; expected by

0600 on 4/22104.
* Issue Apparent Cause; expected end of days on 4/22/04

Expected completion of any needed repairs will be determined after inspections have
been completed and scope of repairs established.

Communication Plan

Initial inspections will be performed by personnel in radio communication with the OCC
to expedite necessary support, report findings. Further communication plans to be
developed at a later time if needed.

Prepared by: T. C. Kendall

Approved by:
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INITIAL BULLET NOSE ISSUE PLAN
4/21/04 1945

1. Using available equipment (remote cameras, binoculars, manipulator crane,
etc.), perform a visual inspection of the affected Thermal Couple (TIC bundle
and surrounding area from the 66 ft elevation of containment.
a. Inspect for damage to seating surface(s), T/C guides, T/C guide labeling,

T/C guide terminations, etc.
b. Identify whether bullet nose retaining clip and O-ring are on the upper

internals.
c. Identify any debris, loose parts, etc. for retrieval.

Caution: The following step is an intrusive inspection and requires prior
approval from the Plant Manager. In addition, coordinate with RP prior to
retrieving or handling any unidentified items; they may be highly radioactive.
2. On the reactor head:

a. Remove the rag from the T/C penetration
b. Inspect for damage to penetration seating / sealing surfaces, bullet nose.
c. Determine whether spring clip is present, and retain it (and any other loose

parts or debris) for further evaluation.
3. IF any loose parts, debris, or other unidentified items are determined to be

located on the upper core internals, THEN: Make an entry into the upper
cavity to positively identify and retrieve the loose items; this will require close
support of RP due to the high dose rates and hot particle controls.

4. Flood the upper cavity to a depth of 2-3 ft to provide shielding for further
activities.

5. Using a man-basket stabilized by tenders on the 66' elevation, perform a close
inspection of the T/C bundle and associated seals. Photograph any damage
and document results for evaluation / repair.

6. Using the man-basket, install a new bullet nose (or the previous bullet nose if
determined to be acceptable for reuse) with new spring clip and O-ring.

7. Release the upper internals and head for continued outage activities.
8. Determine further actions necessary to support repairs (if needed), and

establish the Apparent Cause.

Prepared by: T. C. Kendall

Approved by:



Flow Chart for Bullet Nose Issue Resolution
4122/04 0100

Objectives:
1) Locate & retrieve all
parts and any debris
2) Inspect for any
debilitating damage
3) Recover to regular
outage activities
4) Preserve evidence
for establishment of
apparent cause Fill upper cavity to
5) Complete any 2 for shielding
necessary repairs


